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Abstract
Soft errors are threatening the system reliability in mobile devices but traditional hardware
protection techniques incur significant overheads in terms of power and performance. Thus,
incorporating reliability in resource-limited mobile devices poses significant challenges. This
paper discusses a cooperative method that exploits existing error control schemes at an application layer to mitigate the impact of hardware defects such as soft errors for mobile multimedia
systems. So we study heterogeneous specifics about two different errors at two different abstraction layers, and present a cooperative cross-layer approach to obtain low-cost reliability at the
minimal degradation of QoS. In particular, we propose a cooperative approach to combat soft
errors at data caches by using dual schemes – a Drop and Forward Recovery and an errorresilient video encoding – driven by intelligent middleware schemes. Experimental evaluation
demonstrates that our cooperative error-aware method for a video encoding with different video
streams improves performance by 60% and the energy consumption by 58% with even better
reliability at the cost of 3% quality degradation on average, as compared to an ECC-based
hardware protection technique. Combining intelligent schemes to select a recovery mechanism
can guide system designers for trading off multiple constraints such as performance, power,
reliability, and QoS.
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Abstract
Soft errors are threatening the system reliability in mobile devices but traditional hardware protection techniques incur significant overheads in terms of power and performance. Thus, incorporating
reliability in resource-limited mobile devices poses significant challenges. This paper discusses a
cooperative method that exploits existing error control schemes at an application layer to mitigate
the impact of hardware defects such as soft errors for mobile multimedia systems. So we study
heterogeneous specifics about two different errors at two different abstraction layers, and present a
cooperative cross-layer approach to obtain low-cost reliability at the minimal degradation of QoS.
In particular, we propose a cooperative approach to combat soft errors at data caches by using
dual schemes – a Drop and Forward Recovery and an error-resilient video encoding – driven by
intelligent middleware schemes. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that our cooperative erroraware method for a video encoding with different video streams improves performance by 60% and
the energy consumption by 58% with even better reliability at the cost of 3% quality degradation
on average, as compared to an ECC-based hardware protection technique. Combining intelligent
schemes to select a recovery mechanism can guide system designers for trading off multiple constraints such as performance, power, reliability, and QoS.

1 Motivation
With advances in processor and wireless communication technologies, mobile devices such as PDA
and smart phones have emerged as a main component for a range of multimedia applications such as
video telephony and remote image sensing. Challenges to cope with error-prone transmission over
1

wireless networks bring out the need for error-resilient techniques, and they must be implemented
in an energy-efficient way to prolong the life of battery-powered mobile devices. Note that the
main objective of error-resilient techniques, e.g., an error-resilient video encoding, is to recover the
erroneous video data due to transmission errors for maintaining the video quality.
Increasing exponentially with each technology generation, soft errors will soon become an everyday concern [11, 38]. Soft errors are transient faults that are caused due to a variety of deep
submicron reasons, including sudden voltage drops, signal interference, random noise, etc., but cosmic radiation strike causes more soft errors than all other reasons put together [2]. Soft errors are
emerging as a problem in mobile multimedia devices, since these consumer devices – for competitive market reasons – increasingly deploy components manufactured using the latest technology,
and operate at low voltages for extended battery life. Both of these factors reduce the threshold
charge Qcritical for a striking radiation particle to cause a soft error, which in turn greatly affects
the reliability. Since memories occupy majority real estate on-chip, memories are most vulnerable
to soft errors. Mobile multimedia devices are especially prone to soft errors owing to i) the sheer
volume of data processed in multimedia applications, and ii) they are more likely to be used in
environments with high soft error rates, e.g., mountain tops and airplanes.
Solutions to reduce soft errors have been proposed at all levels of design hierarchy from hardening devices [3, 29] to error control schemes such as TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy) [27] and
ECC (Error Correction Codes) [27]. However, these techniques incur high overheads in terms of
power and performance [18, 19]. For example, TMR typically uses three functionally equivalent
replicas of a logic circuit and a majority voter, but the overheads of hardware and power for conventional TMR exceed 200% [25]. Also, implementing an ECC-based scheme, the most popular one in
memory systems, raises access time by up to 95% [18] and power consumption by up to 22% [26]
in the caches. To reduce the overheads, several microarchitectural solutions [17, 19, 24] have been
investigated but still incur overheads in terms of power and performance.
On the other hand, an EDC (Error Detection Codes) based technique such as parity codes [27]
incurs much less overheads than an ECC-based technique such as a Hamming code [27]. For example, a parity code decreases the access delay by up to 47% and the power consumption by up
to 73% compared to a Hamming code (38,32) according to [19]. However, an EDC scheme can
only detect an error while an ECC can even correct it. Thus, to make a system tolerant against soft
errors, an EDC scheme must be followed by an error recovery technique such as rolling-backward
recovery with checkpoints [27]. Checkpoints are made every interval and the system states are
saved at the reliable storage. Once an error is detected, the system rolls backward to the last saved
checkpoint and re-processes the functionality after a recovery – backward error recovery (BER).
However, recovery with checkpoints is inappropriate for real-time applications since they have in
general poor predictability of the completion time – a checkpoint interval will be lost whenever an
error is detected, and more intervals may be lost on the occasion of multiple error occurrences.
This paper studies low-cost approaches to mitigate the impacts of soft errors at data caches in
mobile video encoding system. Figure 1 shows our system model – a mobile video encoding system. A mobile video encoding system consists of several abstraction layers such as application,
middleware, OS, and hardware layer. And the mobile video encoding system transmits video data
through the wireless network as shown in Figure 1. Due to intensive complexity of processing algo-
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Figure 1: System Model - Mobile Video Encoding System
rithms and large amount of data transmission, it is a challenging task to satisfy multiple constraints
such as energy consumption and QoS that mobile video systems demand on battery-operated mobile devices. One of promising approaches to balance these multiple constraints is a cross-layer
method. With the global view of the whole system, the cross-layer methods obtain the maximal
power reduction with the satisfactory QoS (GRACE) [9, 41], present a proxy-based middleware approach (DYNAMO) by trading off video QoS [7, 8, 21, 22], and recently study online timing-QoS
verification at the proxy server (xTune) [14]. To the best of our knowledge, no efforts have studied the cross-layer interactions and potential cooperations among error control schemes to maintain
multiple constraints in resource-constrained mobile devices.
In this work, we analyze different error models and error control schemes across abstraction
layers, and observe that they have different impacts on reliability and QoS. Soft errors can degrade
not only the video quality but also reliability while packet losses cause quality degradation, but
not system failures such as system crash, infinite loop, memory violation, etc. Thus, we present
a cross-layer, error-aware method in mobile devices so that it protects hardware components such
as data caches from soft errors for satisfactory QoS and reliability with minimal costs of power
and performance. To mitigate impacts of soft errors on data caches for low costs, we wisely exploit an error-resilient video encoding and a DFR (Drop and Forward Recovery) mechanism with
an EDC protection in mobile video encoding systems. Since TMR and ECC incur overheads of
power and performance, less expensive EDC is implemented in the previously proposed PPC (Partially Protected Caches) [17] at the hardware layer. A DFR mechanism is selected for the reliability
improvement rather than a backward error recovery (BER) once an error is monitored at the middleware layer. Note that a DFR mechanism is named from a simple error concealment scheme in video
decodings so that it drops a lossy frame due to transmission errors, and reconstructs it by making
use of available data such as adjacent frames [36]. Thus, this DFR mechanism skips the intensive
processing algorithms and moves forward to the next frame encoding. This moving-forward is the
difference between a DFR and a BER. One potential problem of a DFR mechanism can degrade the
video quality since it drops a frame once an error is detected. However, error-resilient techniques
in video encodings are wisely exploited to mitigate the impacts of soft errors on the video quality
by considering these errors as packet losses. In order to use schemes from other abstraction layers,
there are needs for middleware, which allows cross-layer tradeoffs. Middleware translates an error
metric at the hardware layer to a different error metric, which is necessary for the use of an error
3

control scheme at the application layer. For example, SER (Soft Error Rate) at the hardware layer
is translated into FLR (Frame Loss Rate), which will be provided to an error-resilient encoding at
the application layer. Also, middleware assists a DFR mechanism, and selects a policy based on
available information for further improvements.
The contributions and results of our work are:
• We propose a cross-layer, error-aware method so that both performance and energy costs are
minimized while obtaining high reliability at the minimal degradation of QoS.
• Our cross-layer method exploiting an error-resilient video encoding and a DFR mechanism
with a PPC architecture does not incur overheads in terms of power and performance. Rather,
our proposal reduces the access latency of memory subsystem by 61%, the energy consumption of memory subsystem by 52%, the failure rate by about 1000× at the cost of less than 1
dB of video quality, compared to a traditional video encoding running on a data cache without
protection.
• Our cross-layer method extends the applicability of existing error control schemes at the application abstraction layer to mitigate the impact of hardware defects at the hardware abstraction
layer.
• To assist our cross-layer methods, we present the middleware that triggers error control
schemes with an appropriate error translation, and selects a recovery policy based on available
information in a mobile multimedia system.

2 Background
2.1

Hardware Defects and Solutions

Transient hardware defects such as soft errors are emerging problems as technology scales. The primary source of soft errors in digital CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) circuits
are cosmic radiation. Radiation-induced soft errors have been under investigation since late 1970s.
Due to incessant technology scaling (voltage scaling and critical dimension scaling), SER has exponentially increased [11, 38]. And in emerging pervasive computing environments, systems will
be exposed to drastic increase of radiation intensity [10]. For example, SER in an airplane can be
worse than that on the ground by at least a couple of orders of magnitude [20]. Now it has reached
a point, where it has become a real threat to system reliability. Solutions to reduce the failures due
to soft errors have been proposed at all levels of design hierarchy from hardening devices [3, 29] to
microarchitectural solutions [17, 19, 24]. However, these techniques incur the high expense of yield
loss, and power and performance overheads.
The error recovery techniques can be classified into Forward Error Recovery (FER) and Backward Error Recovery (BER) [27]. Examples of FER include TMR and ECC [27] where we correct
the detected errors to the extent that algorithms can support. However, they are expensive in terms of
power and performance [18, 19] since every access, for example, to a data cache memory equipped
with an ECC scheme incurs the coding or decoding procedure to insert the redundancy or to correct
4

as well as detect errors using the redundant information, respectively. On the other hand, recovery
with checkpoints [27] are a typical example of BER. This technique should be incorporated with
error detection codes (EDC) such as parity codes [27] to at least detect errors in the system. Note
that the overheads of EDC in terms of power and performance is much smaller than those of ECC as
presented in [19]. However, these BER techniques are not appropriate in real-time embedded systems since it rolls backward at every error detection. And more periods may be lost on the occasion
of multiple error occurrences.
Interestingly, multimedia applications have natural features we can exploit to maximize the
resource efficiency, especially in battery-operated mobile embedded systems. For example, the inherent robustness of video data enables data cashes to be exposed to soft errors, and can be exploited
to present unequal data protection in a PPC (Partially Protected Caches) architecture [17]. Further,
exploiting the inherent tolerance of video data itself can be used actively by intentionally injecting
errors to maximize the reduction of energy consumption as in [16]. Thus, the error tolerance of
video data can be actively exploited to allow a DFR as an affordable mechanism rather than a BER
or FER by moving forward to the next correct state when an application or a system meets an error
with the minimal costs of protection.

2.2

Error-Resilient Applications

Researchers have studied algorithms in video encodings, e.g., H.263 [13] and MPEG [23], to satisfy
multi-dimensional constraints such as QoS, power, and resilience.
One of the most effective methods to achieve the error-resilient video against transmission errors
is to introduce the intra-coded frame (I-frame) periodically: since I-frames are decoded independently, they protect the propagation of the transmission errors and even encoding errors in previous
frames. However, the transmission of I-frames causes delay and jitter (due to relatively large size)
compared to predictively-coded frames (P-frames), and the loss of I-frames is more sensitive on
QoS than that of P-frames [5, 15]. To mitigate both the propagation of the transmission errors
and the overheads of large I-frames, recently intra-MB (Macroblock) refresh approaches have been
proposed [5, 15, 37]. Intra refresh techniques distribute intra-MBs among frames, which not only
removes the overheads of I-frames but also improves the error-resilience. While most intra-MB refresh techniques have been focused on alleviating the effects of the transmission errors on the video
quality, Kim et al. [15] proposed an energy-efficient and error-resilient video encoding technique
named PBPAIR (Probability-Based Power Aware Intra Refresh), and presented tradeoffs between
compression efficiency and energy efficiency according to the error resilience for video encoding.
However, existing error-resilient video encodings have mostly focused on how to mitigate the impact of network errors on the video quality. They did not address the system failure issues at the
mobile devices since network errors clearly do not cause system failures such as a system crash and
memory segment violation whereas hardware defects cause failures.

2.3

Cross-Layer Methods

Existing work already demonstrates the effectiveness of cross-layer methods for mobile multimedia
as opposed to schemes isolated at a single abstraction layer [7, 8, 9, 14, 21, 22, 41]. Yuan et al.
5

in [40] proposed an energy-efficient real-time scheduler (GRACE-OS) based on statistical distribution of application cycle demands, and presented a practical voltage scaling algorithm (PDVS)
[41] to coordinate adaptation of multimedia applications and CPU speeds for mobile multimedia
systems. Mohapatra et al. in [22] presented an integrated power management technique considering hardware-level power optimization and middleware-level adaptation to minimize the energy
consumption while maintaining user experience of video quality in mobile video applications. Recently, Kim et al. [14] proposed a unified framework that allows coordinated interactions among
sub-layer optimizers through constraint refinement in a compositional cross layer manner to tune
the system parameters.
Cross-layer methods in the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference model have been
widely investigated as a promising optimization tools to efficiently reduce the energy consumption,
especially transmission energy consumption, in wireless multimedia communications [1, 6, 28, 32,
34, 35]. Vuran et al. in [35] presented a cross-layer methodology to analyze error control schemes
with respect to transmission power and end-to-end latency, especially impacts of routing, medium
access, and physical levels in wireless sensor networks. Schaar et al. in [34] proposed a joint
cross-layer approach of application-layer packetization and MAC-layer retransmission strategy, and
developed on-the-fly adaptive algorithms to improve the video quality under the bandwidth and
delay constraint for wireless multimedia transmission. Bajic in [1] developed cross-layer error
control schemes considering joint source rate selection and power management for wireless video
multicast.
Our work is novel in two aspects. First, we address a broader notion of reliability than has been
explored for error-resilient multimedia applications by specifically focusing on hardware induced
defects and their impacts. As illustrated earlier, this issue is a leading concern for embedded architectures of the future. Secondly, we will show how to exploit the cross-layer methodology to
activate error control schemes at one abstraction layer to combat errors at a different abstraction
layer.

3 A Cross-Layer Approach to Support Reliability and QoS
3.1

System Model and Problem Definition

In the previous section, we argued the need for reliability in mobile applications. The impact of
soft errors in memory is particularly relevant for mobile multimedia applications which (a) exhibit
higher potential for radiation induced soft errors on outdoor mobile devices, and (b) inherently have
a higher potential for memory related errors due to large number of data movements caused by
the sheer volume of multimedia information. In addition, mobile multimedia applications such as
video streaming and conferencing applications have soft real-time constraints on data delivery. For
example, missing deadlines in video streaming applications results in the service delay, and losing
packets degrades the video quality – in practice, such degradation (when perceivable) us acceptable
to some extent by end-users based on the nature of the application. While we can exploit the soft
real-time nature of these applications and its tolerance to slight quality degradation, our ability to
do so is already limited in the mobile execution environment that is resource-constrained (limited
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buffering and power, error-prone networks).
In this paper, our goal is to exploit the limited error tolerance to enhance the reliability of
mobile multimedia applications to hardware-level ”failures” without creating an adverse impact on
power/performance profile at the device level or sacrificing on application QoS. We believe that
addressing such power/performance/reliability/QOS tradeoffs in the presence of hardware failures
requires a cross-layer approach. Firstly, we need to develop an understanding of how errors occur
at the various layers and understand existing mechanisms that have been developed to avert errors.
This will then enable us to determine when ”errors” become ”failures” and how ”failures” manifest
themselves at various system layers. We can then design appropriate schemes at different layers
to prevent/bypass specific failures and detect/recover from them. Figure 2 shows our cross-layer
model for a mobile video application.
Techniques have been developed to enable QoS in multimedia applications executing in errorprone networks. At the application layer, error-resilient video encoding techniques enable adaptive
encoding of information based on knowledge of network conditions[5, 15]. In-network techniques
selectively tag data with their level of importance and selectively drop information at different points
in the networks when system or network conditions change. Note that these techniques aim to
protect the multimedia content that flows through error-prone networks. We refer to this multimedia
content as external data, i.e., the payload on which the application is executed as shown in Figure 2.
In contrast, internal data is defined as data, program code, etc. residing inside the mobile device
during the process of execution and represents the programs/data that implement the application
functionality, e.g., the video codec and associated data/variables. Note that external data may be
internal data since it may serve as the input source for the processing and output resides temporarily
inside the mobile device before being transmitted outside for the further usage.
The key issue is that while errors in external data (due to packet losses, etc.) only cause quality
degradation of the multimedia stream, errors in internal data may cause not only QoS degradation
but also system failures. In particular, defects induced at the hardware layer, e.g., data caches or
logic components, manifest themselves differently as compared to network errors on external data.
For example, errors on program variables may result in memory segmentation violation, which is a
system failure. In general, errors on internal data, especially on control data, can result in system
crashes, infinite loops, and memory segmentation faults.
Given that hardware is prone to errors that can consequently lead to application failure, errorprotection techniques can be designed to protect internal data from hardware failures. We will
specifically focus on transient hardware faults (soft errors), i.e., those that do not immediately cause
a permanent failure of the system1 . Traditional protection techniques such as TMR and ECC [27]
implemented at the hardware layer to combat such transient errors incur significant overheads in
terms of power, performance, and yield cost. For instance, our prior work (PPC or Partially Protected Caches) [17] utilizes knowledge of content and device hardware capabilities to selectively
place critical data in more reliable hardware (e.g. a protected cache), but it still incurs overheads of
performance and power in the protected cache.
Table 1 presents different error models and error control schemes at the application and hardware
abstraction layers in a mobile multimedia system. Exploiting error control schemes across layers is
1 We

also scope out the impact of software bugs introduced by programmers at the application/middleware/OS layers
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an interesting challenge since we must consider different types of errors, data, impacts, and error
measures as shown in Table 1. By being aware of error specifics and error control schemes, we
expect that systems can be designed in a cross-layered manner for obtaining low-cost reliability
while maintaining the QoS.
A closer look at Table 1 reveals that while errors occur dynamically and in a transient fashion,
techniques to combat these errors may be static or dynamic. For instance, the PPC approach uses
compiler-assisted techniques to statically tag data; the operating system uses the tags at runtime to
stage the data appropriately into a protected cache. Expensive ECC mechanisms are then employed
on the protected data cache to ensure the reliability of information stored in the cache, irrespective
of whether the error rate is high or low. Dynamic schemes periodically checkpoint memory state
and use knowledge of current error levels, captured via the SER metric, to trigger rollback to the
checkpoints. Given the dynamic nature of multimedia data and real-time needs of multimedia applications, this approach as a sole method to deal with soft errors requires very frequent checkpointing
and is hence impractical.

3.2

The Cooperative Cross-Layer Approach

We conjecture that a dual pronged approach is needed to effectively address the aforementioned
power/performance/reliability/QoS tradeoffs. Firstly, error-monitoring is critical to selectively trigger reliability mechanisms when errors occur. Secondly, the monitored errors are used to tailor
intelligent compositions of error-protection schemes across layers in an error-aware manner. There
exist inexpensive ways to do an error detection in hardware – output is SER. Specifically, we focus on transient faults (soft errors), i.e., they do not immediately cause a permanent failure of the
system. To create error-awareness, we consider the presence of inexpensive error detection mechanisms for soft error detection - these schemes generate as output the soft error rate (SER), which
is translated into an error rate for error control schemes described in Section 4.1.2. Hence, our
problem is to develop cross-layer methods that, given dynamic soft error rates, are capable of: (i)
minimizing the overheads of power and performance, (ii) satisfying the QoS requirement, and (iii)
achieving the same level of fault tolerance as traditional error protection techniques. In particular,
we investigate techniques to exploit error-resilient video encoding mechanisms (at the application
layer) and selective DFR mechanisms (applied at the middleware layer) to reset potentially harmful
Table 1: Error Models and Error Control Schemes at Different Abstraction Layers
HARDWARE
Soft Errors
Internal Data
External Radiation
Quality Degradation
and System Failure
Protection
Error-Resilience and
Forward Error Recovery (ECC) and
Error-Concealment
Backward Error Recovery (Checkpoints)
Error Metric
Packet Loss Rate
Soft Error Rate
(%)
(FIT)
Time Perspective
Dynamic
Temporary
FIT (Failures In Time): the number of failures in one billion operation hours
Error Model
Data Perspective
Causes
Impacts

APPLICATION
Packet Losses
External Data
Congestion and Noise
Quality Degradation
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data in memory (at the hardware layer).
(e.g.) Video Encoding
Input Data

Error−Prone Video Encoding
Error−Resilient Video Encoding
Output Data

Multimedia
Application

Error−Prone Network

Middleware / OS

Error−Prone Hardware

(e.g.) Data Cache

Error−Prone Data Cache
Error−Protected Data Cache
External Data (= Multimedia Data)
Internal Data (= Multimedia Data + Control Data)

Mobile Device

Figure 2: Error-Resilience for External Data in Error-Prone Networks and Error-Protection for Internal Data in Error-Prone Hardware
To illustrate and evaluate our cross-layer approach, we consider a simplified system consisting of a video encoding application and a data cache as shown in Figure 2. A video encoding
application can be error-prone or error-resilient, and similarly a data cache can be error-prone
or error-protected as shown in Figure 2. Any composition of cross-products from them has pros
and cons with respect to performance, power, QoS, and reliability. For example, an error-prone
video encoding running on an error-prone data cache suffers from high failures due to no protection
at data cache against soft errors. While an error-prone video encoding on an error-protected data
cache improves the video quality as well as the reliability, it incurs high overheads in terms of power
and performance. An error-resilient video encoding on an error-prone data cache may increase the
video quality, but fail to increase the reliability. An error-resilient video encoding running on an
error-protected data cache is possibly of over protection on the QoS since it incurs high overheads
due to expensive protection. Approaches unaware of errors on different data at different abstraction
layers may result in inefficiency in terms of power, performance, QoS, and/or reliability.
Cross-Layer, Error-Aware Method (Our Proposal) Our proposal is aware of different data,
error control schemes, and impacts across layers. Thus, our cross-layer, error-aware method mitigates hardware defects such as soft errors using error-resilience and a DFR mechanism for maximal
reliability with minimal overheads of power and performance at the cost of minimal quality degradation. Given the ability to support error-awareness through less expensive EDC schemes, our strategy
is to use the information on SER (soft error rate) to
1. bypass potential failures by triggering error recovery mechanisms which reinitialize the erroneous data cache, and simultaneously
2. reinforce application data using error-resilient encoding mechanisms by translating the SER
into the input metric of the encoding algorithm (being considered as the network packet loss
rate).
In other words, awareness of micro-level errors (i.e., bit errors) is translated into policies that have
macro-level impacts in terms of execution failure, performance, and QoS.
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In particular, we explore a Drop and Forward Recovery (DFR) mechanism (shown in Figure 4(c)) that drops a current encoding frame and moves forward to the next frame once an error is
detected in a mobile video encoding system. The DFR mechanism works effectively with an EDC
scheme to improve power and performance significantly while increasing reliability as well. As discussed, EDC is much less expensive than ECC [19] and overheads due to checkpoints are negligible
[39] while EDC can be as immune to soft errors as ECC with respect to reliability. In addition,
dropping an erroneous frame potentially improves performance and energy reduction since it skips
expensive processing algorithms for encoding the frame.
However, just using DFR-based mechanisms can result in video quality degradation since erroneous frames are actually dropped. To some extent, these errors can be recovered by wisely
injecting error-resilience at the application layer. To enhance QoS, we also explore the selective
use of Backward Error Recovery (BER) mechanisms that rolls backward and re-encodes the current
frame once an error is detected as shown in Figure 4(b).

4 Cooperative Cross-Layer Strategies for Error Resilience
In this section, we present specific CC-PROTECT - a middleware driven approach for cooperative
composition of cross-layer strategies to support error resilience.

4.1

CC-PROTECT – A Middleware Driven Strategy for Failure Handling
Raw Data

DFR
Policy
Parameters
& Feedback

Resilience
Level

FLR + PLR

Middleware /
Operating System
Error
Mitigation

Data
Mapping

Error-Aware Data

Application

PLR

Error
Detection

Network

SER

Hardware

Mobile Multimedia System

External Data
Internal Data
Quality Improvement
Reliability Improvement

Figure 3: CC-PROTECT – A cross-layer, error-aware method mitigating hardware defects with
minimal costs by using error-resilience and a drop and forward recovery in a video encoding
Figure 3 illustrates our CC-PROTECT scheme which exploits the error-resilience of video encoding along with DFR-based error recovery mechanisms to mitigate the impacts of soft errors at
the hardware layer. Soft error rates, obtained by error detection techniques at the hardware layer,
are communicated to the middleware which then
1. monitors errors, and maintains execution histories and video quality information,
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2. translates SER values to corresponding metrics used by other policies (frame loss rate or FLR
in our case),
3. initiates DFR/BER policies (discussed later) to avoid and bypass potential hardware failures,
and
4. adaptively fortifies multimedia content when hardware errors occur by triggering errorresilient encoding at the application layer.
We instantiate two specific strategies for error recovery and error-resilience within CCPROTECT. The specific error metric we use and evaluate in our study is soft error rate (SER).
First, to mitigate the impact of soft errors on the video quality, we exploit a power-aware errorresilient encoding technique, PBPAIR [15]. We present a simple, intuitive and effective translation
of SER into frame loss rate (FLR) used in turn by the error-resilient PBPAIR. Next, we exploit our
prior work on partially protected caches to design a naive DFR mechanism for PPCs [17]. Using
information captured in the middleware, we then extend the naive mechanism to achieve a balance
between DFR and BER in Section 4.2.
4.1.1 Drop and Forward Recovery Mechanism for Reliability Improvement
Error recovery techniques can be classified into Forward Error Recovery (FER) and Backward Error Recovery (BER) [27] according to when an error is recovered as shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows the mechanism of DFR. Drop and Forward Recovery (DFR) combines
an EDC mechanism with checkpoints to discontinue processing of the current frame and initiate
processing of the next checkpointed frame. EDC can only detect an error and is less expensive
than ECC in terms of power and performance [19]. Further, a PPC architecture is applied. A PPC
consists of two caches at the same level of memory hierarchy such as the unprotected cache and
the protected cache for unequal data protection. The protected cache is equipped with EDC instead
of ECC to minimize the overheads of power and performance for protecting non-multimedia data.
Since multimedia data itself does not cause a system failure [17], multimedia data is exposed to soft
errors by being mapped into the unprotected cache in a PPC. Our cross-layer approach maximizes
the effectiveness of a PPC architecture by incorporating a DFR mechanism. For DFR, checkpoints
are made just before the starting operation where each frame is encoded as exactly same as BER.
Only difference is that DFR must save the values for the next frame encoding such as the variables
for the next frame, i.e., the information for Frame K+1 rather than for Frame K in Figure 4(c)).
Whenever an error is detected onto control data, i.e., non-multimedia data in the protected data
cache by EDC at a PPC, it goes to the next frame encoding with the help of the operating system.
The DFR mechanism not only helps to increase reliability but also helps to decrease the overheads
of power and performance at the slight cost of the quality degradation. Note that a frame drop does
not cause a system failure, and further does not cause a significant quality loss mainly due to the
inherent error-tolerance of video data [16].
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(c) Drop and Forward Recovery (DFR): it drops a current frame when an error occurs at control data, and
moves forward to the next frame in case of a framebased multimedia processing

Figure 4: Error Recovery Mechanisms
4.1.2 Error-Resilient Video Encoding for QoS Improvement
Error-resilient video encodings have been developed to reduce the impact of transmission errors,
e.g., packet losses, on the video quality [5, 15, 37]. The PBPAIR (Probability-Based Power Aware
Intra Refresh) technique [15] addresses the tradeoff between energy-efficiency and compressionefficiency according to the resilience level against network errors. Note that PBPAIR is developed
to combat network errors, and designed to increase the compression efficiency, i.e., to decrease
the encoded file size, at stable network status. We use PBPAIR since it is energy-efficient and
its resilience can be adjusted with parameters for various PLRs. PBPAIR takes two parameters
such as PLR and Intra Threshold. PLR indicates the anticipated error rate in the network and
Intra Threshold can be adjusted by the user expectation of the quality. Since a DFR drops a frame
due to soft errors at data caches, this frame loss can be considered the same as a frame loss due
to packet losses during transmission. To make use of PBPAIR, our cross-layer approach converts
SER for PLR, and selects Intra Threshold by the original method in PBPAIR. We present a simple
conversion. First, the number of soft errors, NSE , during the execution of one frame encoding is
calculated as NSE = Scache × Ninst × RSE where Scache is the size of a cache in KB, Ninst is the number
of instructions for one frame encoding, and RSE is a SER per instruction per KB. NSE value is then
converted to a percent value and used as a FLR (Frame Loss Rate) in our study. For example, Scache
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is 32, Ninst is 108 , and RSE is 10−10 , then NSE becomes 0.32. So FLR is 32%. Note that FLR becomes
100% if NSE is larger than 1. Now, PBPAIR can generate the compressed video data resilient against
the packet losses in networks (PLR) as well as against the soft errors at the hardware layer (FLR) as
shown in Figure 3.

4.2

Selective DFR Mechanisms

In a naive DFR approach, any single soft error at the hardware layer causes a frame drop whenever
it occurs at the control data (non-multimedia data). However, this approach, named Naive DFR,
can significantly degrade the quality in case of consecutive frame drops. To prevent this result, we
present intelligent schemes to select a policy between DFR and BER based on the useful information
at the mobile embedded system.
4.2.1 Slack-Aware DFR/BER
SA
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:

DFR/BER(S, TACET , TError , TK )
policy = DFR
Telapsed = TError − TK
Tthreshold = S × TACET
if (Telapsed < Tthreshold )
policy = BER
endIf
return policy

Figure 5: Slack-Aware DFR/BER Scheme
The main problem with BER is no guarantee to deliver multimedia service in real-time. However, if the remaining time to reach the deadline is enough to re-encode the video frame when an
error is detected, we can apply BER rather than DFR for the quality improvement. Since the encoding time is varying from frame to frame and it is hard to measure the remaining time accurately,
our scheme presents a knob to select a policy based on the elapsed time with ACET (Average Case
Execution Time) as shown in Figure 5. Our knob, S, indicates the portion of ACET, TACET , that
the system can endure. Thus, SA-DFR/BER (Slack-Aware DFR/BER) selects BER if the elapsed
time from the starting of the frame K encoding, Telapsed = Terror − TK , is smaller than given threshold time, Tthreshold , as shown in Figure 5. Otherwise, SA-DFR/BER selects DFR. For example, if
S = 0.2 and TACET = 100, 000 cycles, Tthreshold becomes 20,000 cycles. Thus, an error occurring
before 20,000 cycles from the starting of the current frame encoding leads to BER. The higher S
value increases the probability of BER policy to be selected, and thus improves the video quality
while incurring more performance and power overheads due to rolling backward recovery. Indeed,
the infinite value of S always causes a BER policy and the zero value of S does a DFR policy.
4.2.2 Frame-Aware DFR/BER
Each frame has a different impact on the video quality. For example, I-frames are considered more
important than P-frames with the perspective of the video quality [5, 15]. Thus, if a frame in which
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FA DFR/BER(framePara, numFrame, frameType,
diffThresh)
01: policy = DFR
02: switch ( f ramePara)
03: case IP FRAME :
04:
if ( f rameType == I − FRAME)
05:
policy = BER
06:
endIf
07: break;
08: case PREV FRAME DROPPED :
09:
if (dropPrev == T RUE)
10:
policy = BER
11:
endIf
12: break;
13: case DIFFERENCE FRAMES :
14:
di f f Frames = calcDi f f (numFrame)
15:
if (di f f Frames > di f f T hresh)
16:
policy = BER
17:
endIf
18: break;
19: endSwitch
20: return policy

dropPrev,

Figure 6: Frame-Aware DFR/BER Scheme
a soft error is detected is important in terms of the video quality, FA-DFR/BER (Frame-Aware
DFR/BER) rolls back and encodes this frame again (BER) to minimize the quality loss. Otherwise,
it drops the current frame and moves forward to the next frame (DFR). Based on available information at the embedded system, the importance of a frame can be decided in several ways. The frame
type such as I-frame or P-frame is one example (lines 03-07), and any I-frame will be encoded eventually until no soft error is detected. Another information such as recovery history, e.g., whether
the previous frame has been dropped or not due to a soft error, can be used to decide a policy (lines
08-12). If the previous frame was dropped, FA-DFR/BER prevents the current frame from being
dropped since the consecutive frame drops may degrade the video quality significantly. Also, the
difference between two consecutive frames can be used to estimate the importance of a frame in
terms of the video quality. The intuition behind this approach is that the larger difference between
two frames indicates the higher impact on the video quality if the current frame is lost. Thus, if
the difference between them, di f f Frames, is larger than given threshold value, di f f T hresh, FADFR/BER selects BER (lines 13-18). Otherwise, DFR is selected.
4.2.3 QoS-Aware DFR/BER
The potential problem with a DFR mechanism is the significant degradation of the QoS due to several frame drops. QA-DFR/BER (QoS-Aware DFR/BER) selects a BER policy when the obtained
QoS does not meet the QoS requirement. The current quality value, QoScurrent , for frames that have
been encoded so far can be calculated at the end of encoding of each frame. QA-DFR/BER selects
BER for the erroneous frame if QoScurrent is worse than QoSthreshold , given threshold QoS value.
Otherwise, the default policy, DFR, is selected. Note that QoS here refers to the encoder, consider-
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QA DFR/BER(prevFrame, threshQoS)
01: policy = DFR
02: QoSaccumulated = calcPSNR(prevFrame)
03: if (QoSaccumulated < threshQoS)
04: policy = BER
05: endIf
06: return policy

Figure 7: QoS-Aware DFR/BER Scheme
ing decoder QoS must incorporate knowledge of transmission errors and is beyond the scope of this
paper.

5 Experimental Framework
5.1
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Figure 8: Experimental Setup – Compiler-Simulator-Analyzer Framework
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our cross-layer, error-aware method, a simulation framework has been built as shown in Figure 8. We study a simplified video encoding system consisting
of a video encoding at the application layer and a data cache at the hardware layer, and evaluate
each system composition in terms of performance, power, reliability, and QoS.
We study an H.263-based error-prone video encoding and error-resilient video encoding. For
an error-prone video encoding, we use a GOP (Group-Of-Picture) encoder [5]. For GOP, the first
frame is encoded as an I-frame and the other frames are encoded as P-frames, and the quantization
scale is set to 10. PBPAIR [15] is used as an error-resilient video encoding that takes two parameters
such as Intra Threshold and PLR. In this study, we consider that the network is error-free, i.e., PLR
is set to 0%, to isolate the effects of soft errors from those of network packet losses. Intra Threshold
is selected through the original method of PBPAIR to generate the similar size of the compressed
video as GOP in order to ensure a fair comparison – eliminating the overheads of transmission
power and delay. Note that we mark all variables for multimedia data (typically, large arrays), and
declare them as global variables for data partitioning in a PPC as in [17].
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Table 2: System Compositions – Our CC-PROTECT is a middleware-driven, cooperative approach aware of hardware defects
System Compositions with respect to Error Resilience
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Abstraction
Layer

BASE

HW-PROTECT

APP-PROTECT

MULTI-PROTECT

CC-PROTECT

Application

GOP
(error-prone encoding)

GOP
(error-prone encoding)

PBPAIR
(error-resilient encoding)
◦Monitor network errors
& Inform PBPAIR of PLR

PBPAIR
(error-resilient encoding)
◦Monitor network errors
& Inform PBPAIR of PLR

Middleware

None

None

Operating
system

None

Hardware

Unprotected Cache
(error-prone cache)

PBPAIR
(error-resilient encoding)
◦Monitor network errors
& Inform PBPAIR of PLR
•Translate SER to FLR
•Trigger Selective DFR
(Drive cache update
& Inform PBPAIR of FLR)
◦Map pages to a PPC
•Monitor soft errors
PPC with “EDC”
(error-protected cache)

◦Map pages to a PPC
PPC with ECC
(error-protected cache)

None
Unprotected Cache
(error-prone cache)

◦Map pages to a PPC
PPC with ECC
(error-protected cache)

GOP: Group-Of-Picture, PBPAIR: Probability-Based Power Aware Intra Refresh, PLR: Packet Loss Rate, SER: Soft Error Rate, FLR: Frame Loss Rate,
DFR: Drop and Forward Recovery, PPC: Partially Protected Cache, ECC: Error Correction Codes (expensive in terms of power and performance, e.g., a Hamming Code (38,32)),
EDC: Error Detection Codes (much less expensive than ECC, e.g., a parity code)

The data cache is modeled using sim-cache simulator from the SimpleScalar toolchain [4]. The
simulation parameters have been set so as to model an HP iPAQ h5555 [12] like processor-memory
system. The sim-cache simulator has been modified to support a PPC architecture and to inject soft
errors as in [17]. We study a conventional cache (a 32 KB unprotected cache) for an error-prone
data cache, and a PPC (a 32 KB unprotected cache + a 2 KB protected cache) for an error-protected
data cache. The cache parameters are set with line size of 32 bytes, 4-way set-associativity, and
FIFO (First-Input and First-Output) cache replacement policy. The protection technique for a 2 KB
protected cache is an ECC or EDC scheme. We use a Hamming Code (38,32) and a parity code for
ECC and EDC, respectively. To support the unequal protection for a PPC architecture, compiler as
shown in Figure 8 generates not only an executable but also a page mapping table. A page mapping
table has a list of the marked global variables (multimedia data), which will be mapped into an
unprotected data cache and the other data will be exclusively mapped into a protected data cache in
a PPC during simulations. Note that all data will be mapped into an unprotected cache in case of an
error-prone data cache.
The modified sim-cache simulator runs an executable, i.e., a video encoding, on a given cache
configuration with input data such as video streams, SER, and DFR parameters as shown in Figure 8.
As test video streams, AKIYO, FOREMAN, and COASTGUARD in QCIF format (176×144 pixels)
are used for our simulation study, and each of them represents a video clip of low activity, medium
activity, and high activity. To evaluate the cycle accurate results within reasonable amount of simulation time, 300 frames of each video stream are chopped into 75 sequences of four frames (several
hours to simulate a video encoding with 300 frames of video on Sun Sparc at 1.5 GHz). For example, 300 frames of FOREMAN.QCIF are separated into FOREMAN0 .QCIF, FOREMAN1 .QCIF, . . .,
and FOREMAN74 .QCIF. And we ran a simulation at least four times with each sequence, and thus
more than 300 runs have been studied (300 runs = 4 times o f run × 75 sequences). DFR parameters are input parameters for selective DFR/BER schemes. For instance, a slack value (S) is given
for Slack-Aware DFR/BER in Figure 5.
The simulator models soft errors by randomly injecting single-bit errors and double-bit errors in
an unprotected data cache according to SERs. Thus, a single-bit in a data cache is randomly chosen,
and a bit value at this single-bit is inverted if a random number generator issues a number less
than SER when an instruction is executed in the simulator. Similarly, double-bit errors are injected.
Since a protected data cache is resilient against single-bit errors, only double-bit errors occur. To
accomplish the experiments in reasonable amount of time, accelerated SERs are used. SER is
set to 10−11 per KB per instruction for single-bit errors. Note that SER for current technology
(2.28 × 10−17 at 90 nm)2 is much less than this accelerated SER by several orders of magnitude, but
it increases exponentially as technology scales [2, 11, 20, 38]. However, we maintain the accurate
rate (about 10−2 ) between single-bit SER and double-bit SER, thus 10−13 per KB per instruction
is used for double-bit errors. The sim-cache simulator returns the number of accesses and the
number of misses to each cache configuration. We analyzed these statistics with given power and
performance numbers, and estimated access time and energy consumption of memory subsystem as
shown in Figure 8. QoS is measured in PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) with the encoded video
2 It

is projected using the increasing ratio of 1,000 FIT/Mbit at 180 nm technology and 100,000 FIT/Mbit at 130 nm
technology [2, 11, 20].
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output and the original video input.
5.1.1 System Compositions
We study a system model consisting of a video encoding and a data cache. A video encoding is
GOP (error-prone) or PBPAIR (error-resilient), and a data cache is an unprotected cache (errorprone) or a PPC (error-protected). Thus, we compare our cross-layer, error-aware method with the
cross-product system compositions from them as shown in Table 2. Main difference between our
proposal and other compositions is that our approach is aware of errors and error control schemes
across layers. For example, an error-resilient video encoding is aware of hardware defects such as
soft errors in our cross-layer approach.
1. BASE: This is the default composition, which does not provide any error detection and/or
correction. In this composition, we use GOP (Group of Picture) video encoding [5]. For GOP,
the first frame is encoded as an I-frame and the other frames are encoded as P-frames, and
the quantization scale is set to 10. The middleware and operating system are unaware of soft
errors, and hardware has just a unified unprotected cache. BASE composition does not incur
overheads for protection in terms of power and performance, but suffers from high failure
rates and low multimedia quality due to no protection on internal data from hardware defects.
2. HW-PROTECT: In this composition, all error detection and correction are provided in hardware. This is implemented through the use of Error Correction Code (ECC) in Partially Protected Cache architecture [17]. As compared to protecting the whole cache, PPCs provide
efficient reliability by just protecting the non-multimedia data against soft errors. This composition presents the low failure rate and high QoS, as it protects at hardware level. However,
it incurs overheads in terms of power and performance.
3. APP-PROTECT: In this composition, all error detection and correction are provided in the
application. For this, we use error-resilient video encoding PBPAIR [15]. We set the PLR
parameter in PBPAIR to 0% to isolate the effects of soft errors from those of network packet
losses. Intra Threshold is selected through the original method of PBPAIR to generate the
similar size of the compressed video as GOP to ensure a fair comparison with respect to the
transmission cost.
4. MULTI-PROTECT: In this composition, error correction is provided at all levels. We use
error-resilient video encoding (PBPAIR) and a protected cache (a PPC with an ECC scheme).
It implements both error-resilience at the application layer and an ECC scheme at the hardware layer.
5. CC-PROTECT: This is our proposed composition, in which we use error-resilient video
encoding, PBPAIR, and PPC with an EDC scheme, and supports middleware-driven mechanisms aware of soft errors such as translating SER for PBPAIR and triggering a hybrid scheme
of DFR and BER.
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5.1.2 Selective Mechanisms
In order to evaluate our selective schemes such as Slack-Aware (SA) DFR/BER, Frame-Aware (FA)
DFR/BER, and QoS-Aware (QA) DFR/BER, we consider Naive DFR, Naive BER, No DFR/BER,
and Random DFR/BER. Naive DFR always triggers a DFR mechanism when an error is detected.
Similarly, Naive BER always triggers a BER mechanism. No DFR/BER does not trigger any recovery mechanism. Random DFR/BER selects DFR or BER based on randomly generated number,
e.g., if the generated number is less than 50 out of 100, it triggers BER. For FA-DFR/BER, SADFR/BER, and QA-DFR/BER, we profiled preliminary experiments, and selected parameters for
each selective scheme in our simulations.

5.2

Strategy and Evaluation Metrics

We have three main strategies for our experimental study. First, our experiments evaluate different
layering approaches as shown in Table 2 in terms of power, performance, reliability, and QoS. Simulation results demonstrate that our cross-layer, error-aware method is very effective to accomplish
low-cost reliability at the slight degradation of QoS. Secondly, we study the impacts of heterogeneous video contents as well. Experiments show that our approach maintains the low-cost reliability
with minimal quality degradation for various video streams. Finally, we study the impacts of selective DFR/BER polices. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our selective schemes to
improve the video quality while still maintaining low-cost reliability of the system.
Therefore, these experimental outcomes open opportunities that guide system designers to effectively explore interesting tradeoff spaces under the multiple constraints for mobile multimedia
systems.
5.2.1 Measuring Memory Subsystem Performance
For performance comparison of each composition, we estimate the access latency to the memory
subsystem using the statistics generated by the cache simulator as shown in Figure 8. Note that
our performance model using a functional simulator sim-cache has been compared to runtime using
a cycle accurate processor simulator sim-outorder, and the relative ratio between them maintains
constant, but sim-cache is much faster. The access latency of memory subsystem L is estimated as
L = (Acache × Laccess ) + (Mcache × Lmiss ) + (Npolicy × L policy ) where Acache is the number of accesses
to a cache, Laccess is the cache access time, Mcache is the number of misses to a cache, Lmiss is the
cache miss penalty, i.e., the access penalty to a bus and a memory, Npolicy is the number of triggered
policies such as DFR and BER, and L policy is the latency penalty for a policy. Table 3 summarizes
access and miss penalties of a data cache in cycles with or without a protection. The overhead
of delay for ECC is estimated and synthesized using the CACTI [30] and the Synopsys Design
Compiler [33] as in [17], and the overhead of delay for EDC is calculated using the ratio between
delays of ECC and EDC from [17, 19]. For instance, the cache miss penalty is 25 cycles (including
bus access and main memory access), and the cache access penalty for a 2 KB of protected cache
with a Hamming code (38,32) is 2 cycles while that with a parity code is 1.5 cycles. Also, the delay
overheads for DFR and BER are estimated through the simulations so that the overheads for context
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switch and checkpoints are added at the analysis stage in our simulation study as shown in Figure 8.
5.2.2 Measuring Energy Consumption of Memory Subsystem
For power comparison, we estimate the energy consumption of the memory subsystem. To estimate
the energy consumption of the memory subsystem, we use the power models presented in [31]. The
overheads of power for a Hamming code (38,32) and a parity code are synthesized and estimated
similar to those of delay. The power consumption penalty for a recovery policy such as DFR and
BER is estimated through the simulations. With the power models in Table 3, the energy consumption of the memory subsystem E as E = (Acache × Paccess ) + (Mcache × Pmiss ) + (Npolicy × Ppolicy )
where Paccess is the power consumption per cache access, Pmiss is the power penalty per cache miss,
and Ppolicy is the power penalty for a recovery policy.
5.2.3 Measuring Failure Rate
For reliability evaluation, a failure rate is used. Each execution is defined as a Success if it ends
within twice of a normal execution time and returns the correct output opened by a decoder. Otherwise, it is a Failure such as a system crash, infinite loop, or segmentation fault. Note that the
degradation of video data is not considered as a failure in our study. The failure rate has been
obtained through at least hundreds of executions for each composition by counting the number of
failures out of a total number of executions based on the following binomial distribution analysis.
Assuming that each execution is an independent Success /Failure event, X is the number of
Success in executions, and we perform n runs, then if the probability of a failure is p, then X is
a binomially distributed random variable, which follows the binomial distribution with parameters
n and p (X ≈ B(n, p)). Therefore, the mean of X is µ = np, and the variance of X will be σ2 =
√
np(1 − p). The error E = |X̄ − µ| is less than or equal to zα/2 σ/ n with confidence 100(1 − α)%,
where α is a confidence level. Therefore, the sample size to be able to state with√ 100(1 − α)%
z

σ/ n

confidence that the error |X̄ − µ| will not exceed a specified amount E is N = ( α/2 E )2 . Thus, for
95% confidence, zα/2 = 2, and confidence interval .01%, the sample size is N = 40, 000p(1 − p). To
estimate the probability of a failure, suppose the probability of a failure is 1%, then N = 40, 000 ×
0.01 × 0.99 = 396.
Table 3: Delay and Power Numbers for Caches from [17,19,30,33]
Cache
(size)
Unprotected (32 KB)
Unprotected (2 KB)
Protected (2 KB)
Protected (2 KB)

Protection
None
None
EDC
ECC

Laccess
(cycles)
2
1
1.5
2
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Paccess
(nJoules)
1.06
0.80
0.91
1.19

Lmiss
(cycles)
25
25
25
25

Pmiss
(nJoules)
41.96
41.96
42.06
42.16

5.2.4 Estimating the Video Quality
For QoS comparison in video encodings, the video quality is typically measured in PSNR (Peak
2
Signal to Noise Ratio). PSNR is defined in dB as PSNR = 10LOG10 ( MAX
MSE ), where MAX is the
maximum pixel value and MSE is the Mean Squared Error, which is the mean of the square of
differences between the pixel values of the erroneous video output (due to soft errors and frame
drops), and the correctly reconstructed output (without errors). On the occasion of a frame drop
due to soft errors, we considered a simple error-concealment scheme at the decoding side, i.e., the
decoder copies the previous frame for the dropped current frame. For example, the video sequence
consists of f rame1 , f rame2 , f rame3 , and f rame4 . If a soft error occurs at the control data (i.e.,
on the protected cache in a PPC or Partially Protected Cache) when f rame2 is being encoded, CCPROTECT drops f rame2 and an error-resilient video encoding takes care of it in terms of video
quality. Now, when a decoder will receive just f rame1 , f rame3 , and f rame4 ( f rame2 is dropped).
Then the decoder decodes f rame1 , f rame1 , f rame3 , and f rame4 . Simply, the PSNR value is
calculated with these frames.

6 Experimental Results
We present two sets of experiments. First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our cross-layer, erroraware methods in low-cost reliability at the slight cost of QoS (Section 6.1). Second, we show the
effectiveness of intelligent DFR/BER selection schemes to improve the video quality (Section 6.2).

6.1

Effectiveness of CC-PROTECT

Figure 9 clearly shows that our cross-layer, error-aware approach increases the reliability with the
minimal costs of performance and energy consumption at the minimal degradation of video quality.
Figure 9(a) clearly demonstrates that our CC-PROTECT (PBPAIR, a DFR mechanism, and a
PPC with an EDC protection) improves the failure rate by more than 1,000 times than that of BASE
(GOP and an unprotected data cache). This reliability improvement mainly because of the error
detection and a DFR mechanism in a cross-layered manner. While HW-PROTECT and MULTIPROTECT have lower failure rates than that of BASE, they have higher failure rate than that of CCPROTECT. This is because CC-PROTECT has less time to be exposed to soft errors due to a frame
drop and the performance efficiency of PBPAIR than GOP. It is important that APP-PROTECT
(composed of PBPAIR and an unprotected data cache) shows the close failure rate to that of BASE
since a failure results from errors on control data, which are not protected in APP-PROTECT. Thus,
our CC-PROTECT scheme can achieve the best reliability among all compositions.
Figure 9(b) shows that our CC-PROTECT is the best in terms of performance. It reduces the
memory subsystem access delay by 58%, compared to that of BASE. It is very effective since our
CC-PROTECT reduces the failure rate by 1,000 times and it reduces the access latency of memory
subsystem compared to BASE. All the other compositions incur the performance overhead but CCPROTECT improves the performance. This performance improvement is because of skipping intensive compression algorithms from a DFR mechanism, and because of the performance efficiency
of PBPAIR algorithms. However, the performance efficiency of PBPAIR is not well exploited in
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Figure 9: CC-PROTECT achieves the low-cost reliability at the minimal QoS degradation
case of APP-PROTECT as it shows 5% overhead compared to BASE because PBPAIR increases
the compression efficiency rather than the performance efficiency at low PLR such as 0% PLR.
With the same reason, MULTI-PROTECT incurs about 4% overhead compared to BASE. Indeed,
HW-PROTECT does not incur the performance overhead because a PPC achieves high performance
by protecting only non-multimedia data [17].
With the perspective of energy consumption of memory subsystem, our CC-PROTECT saves
the energy consumption by 49%, 56%, 52%, and 57% as compared to BASE, HW-PROTECT, APPPROTECT, and MULTI-PROTECT, respectively, as shown in Figure 9(c). CC-PROTECT approach
reduces the energy consumption of memory subsystem because of (i) less expensive EDC technique
than ECC, (ii) skipping expensive compression algorithms thanks to a DFR mechanism, and (iii)
energy efficiency of PBPAIR by introducing more intra-MBs (Macroblock) than expensive interMBs. Note that all other compositions incur overheads of performance as well as power compared
to BASE except for CC-PROTECT. Thus, our CC-PROTECT scheme can even reduce the power
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and access time of memory subsystem while obtaining the high reliability. And this is very effective,
especially for resource-constrained mobile embedded systems.
Our CC-PROTECT achieves video quality close to those of other compositions as shown in
Figure 9(d). While an EDC scheme protects the non-multimedia data in our CC-PROTECT, a
frame drop due to a DFR mechanism degrades the video quality. Note that PBPAIR algorithms can
improve this video quality by increasing the resilience level at the cost of the compressed video size
(causing the transmission costs of power and delay). However, CC-PROTECT saves at least 49%
of power and performance for the minimal failure rate at the minimal cost of QoS by up to 1.41
dB (less than 5% quality degradation) compared to all the compositions. Note that these results
come from only one soft error at the protected cache in a PPC, and the video quality may degrade
significantly due to multiple frame drops resulting from multiple occurrences of soft errors. We will
present the experimental results in those cases in Section 6.2.
Table 4: CC-PROTECT is very effective in terms of performance, power, and reliability at the
minimal QoS degradation for different video streams (normalized result of each composition to that
of BASE)
System Composition

Access Time

Energy Consumption

Failure Rate

BASE

1

1

1

1

HW-PROTECT

0.99

1.14

0.4 E-2

1.02

AKIYO

APP-PROTECT

0.87

0.89

13.2 E-2

1.01

(low activity)

MULTI-PROTECT

0.89

1.03

0.2 E-2

1.02

CC-PROTECT

0.27

0.34

0.1 E-2

1.02

BASE

1

1

1

1

HW-PROTECT

1

1.15

0.5 E-2

1.04

FOREMAN

APP-PROTECT

1.05

1.06

12.3 E-2

1.01

(medium activity)

MULTI-PROTECT

1.04

1.19

0.3 E-2

1.03

CC-PROTECT

0.42

0.51

0.1 E-2

0.99

BASE

1

1

1

1

HW-PROTECT

0.99

1.14

0.4 E-2

1.03

Video Stream

Video Quality

COASTGUARD

APP-PROTECT

1.09

1.1

13.0 E-2

0.99

(high activity)

MULTI-PROTECT

1.06

1.23

0.3 E-2

1.02

CC-PROTECT

0.49

0.58

0.1 E-2

0.93

Table 4 summarizes the normalized results of each composition to those of BASE in terms
of performance, power, reliability, and QoS for different video streams. This table clearly shows
that CC-PROTECT has the least costs of power and performance for the minimal failure rate with
the minimal QoS degradation for heterogeneous video streams. The interesting observation that
we can make from this table is that we can even improve the video quality while still saving the
performance and power costs (73% and 66%, respectively) compared to BASE for a video stream
AKIYO. This quality improvement (about 2%) is because: (i) a frame drop may not affect the video
quality for a video stream with low-activity such as AKIYO, and (ii) less amount of execution time of
PBPAIR results in less exposure of a data cache to soft errors. Indeed, the QoS impact of one frame
drop for AKIYO is about 0.08% on average. On the other hand, for high activity of video stream
such as COASTGUARD our CC-PROTECT approach degrades the video quality by about 6% in
PSNR. But still CC-PROTECT demonstrates the best access time and energy consumption for the
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minimal failure rate. Note that all these results are evaluated under the condition of no errors in the
network. We observed the similar results under the various network status. For example, at 10%
PLR, our CC-PROTECT approach reduces access time of memory subsystem by 58%, while APPPROTECT saves it by 32% (more error rate triggers more intra-MBs, causing high performance in
PBPAIR algorithms), as compared to BASE.
Table 5: Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of CC-PROTECT compared to other
compositions without cooperation in a cross-layered manner (Normalized result to that of BASE
composition, FOREMAN).
System
Composition
Base
HW-PROTECT
HW-PROTECT-2
HW-PROTECT-3
APP-PROTECT
MULTI-PROTECT
MULTI-PROTECT-2
CC-PROTECT
CC-PROTECT-2

Application

Policy

Hardware

GOP
GOP
GOP
GOP
PBPAIR
PBPAIR
PBPAIR
PBPAIR
GOP

NO
FER
FER
BER
NO
FER
FER
DFR
DFR

Unprotected Cache
PPC with ECC
Protected Cache with ECC
Protected Cache with EDC
Unprotected Cache
PPC with ECC
Protected Cache with ECC
PPC with EDC
PPC with EDC

Access
Time
1
1.00
1.45
32.59
1.05
1.04
1.41
0.42
0.63

Energy
Consumption
1
1.15
1.34
29.71
1.06
1.19
1.32
0.51
0.74

Failure
Rate
1
0.5E-2
1.1E-2
40.2E-2
12.3E-2
0.2E-2
4.0E-2
0.1E-2
0.7E-2

Video
Quality
1
1.04
1.03
1.05
1.01
1.03
1.05
0.99
0.96

Also, we have run simulations for different compositions, and results demonstrated the effectiveness of our cross-layer protection approach, CC-PROTECT. HW-PROTECT compositions with
traditional error-protected caches incur high performance overheads as summarized in Table 4. For
instance, HW-PROTECT-2 composition (GOP and a 32 KB of protected cache with an ECC – forward error recovery) incurs 45% performance and 34% energy overheads as compared to BASE
as shown in Table 5. This is because all data (multimedia data as well as control data) are protected from soft errors with an expensive ECC scheme. Further, HW-PROTECT-3 (GOP + BER +
EDC-based Cache) incurs 31.59 times more access time than BASE due to about 56 errors every
execution, which indicates approximately 56 times BER. The similar number of soft errors occur
at a PPC cache while most of them occur at the larger unprotected cache and only a couple of
errors are detected at the smaller protected cache. Since most errors in multimedia data itself do
not cause failures [17], we can save the performance overhead by applying this unequal protection
to a PPC architecture. Since the quality degradation results from soft errors at data caches, HWPROTECT-3 and MULTI-PROTECT-2 (PBPAIR + FER + a 32 KB of protected cache with ECC)
compositions present the best video quality by protecting all data from soft errors. Table 4 shows
that CC-PROTECT-2 (GOP + DFR + a PPC with an EDC protection) degrades the video quality
by 6% (about 1.89 dB) compared to that of BASE mainly because of dropping a frame when it
meets a soft error at the protected data cache in a PPC. This quality degradation is the cost of a DFR
mechanism. However, our CC-PROTECT with PBPAIR improves the video quality close to that of
BASE mainly because of the error-resilience of PBPAIR. Most compositions present a better video
quality than our CC-PROTECT while the quality degradation is up to 2.1 dB (less than 6% quality
degradation than the best QoS). Note that our CC-PROTECT reduces the access time by 70%, energy consumption by 62% with higher reliability at the cost of less than 5% quality degradation, as
compared to HW-PROTECT-2 in Table 4.
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In summary, our cross-layer, error-aware methods exploit a DFR mechanism with an inexpensive EDC protection to decrease the failure rate by about 1,000×, and an error-resilient video encoding technique to minimize the quality degradation by 2% while significantly saving the access
time by 61% and energy consumption by 52% on average over multiple video streams, as compared
to BASE. Also, our cooperative, cross-layer approach (CC-PROTECT) achieves a better reliability
than a previously proposed PPC architecture with an ECC protection at the cost of 3% QoS degradation while reducing the access time by 60% and the energy consumption by 58% on average. These
results are extremely effective.

6.2

Effectiveness of Intelligent Selective Schemes

Our CC-PROTECT outperforms all possible compositions in terms of power, performance, and
reliability while it degrades the video quality mainly due to frame drops when soft errors occur.
Figure 10 demonstrates that all intelligent selective schemes improve the video quality without
incurring performance and energy costs significantly (still mostly lower than costs of BASE).
In Figure 10, X-axis represents selective mechanisms compared to BASE. Note that they are all
running PBPAIR on a PPC architecture with an EDC scheme except for BASE (running GOP on
an unprotected cache) and No DFR/BER (running PBPAIR on a PPC without any protection, i.e., a
PPC consisting of a 32 KB unprotected cache and a 2 KB unprotected cache) for comparison. And
we parameterize a policy selection based on available information in a mobile embedded system
at the moment when a soft error is detected. Naive DFR always selects a DFR mechanism while
Naive BER selects a BER once a soft error occurs. Naive DFR scheme shows the worst video
quality as shown in Figure 10(b) at the minimal costs in terms of power and performance as shown
in Figure 10(c) and Figure 10(d). Note that Naive DFR in Figure 10 results from multiple soft errors
(1.7 errors on average) on the protected data cache in a PPC, which degrades the video quality worse
than that of CC-PROTECT in Figure 9(d) (results from single soft error on the protected cache in
a PPC). On the other hand, Naive BER scheme presents the better video quality than that of Naive
DFR while incurring the most expensive power and performance costs. In terms of reliability,
Naive BER shows higher failure rate than that of Naive DFR as shown in Figure 10(a). This is
mainly because Naive BER increases the execution time, causing the more time for a PPC to be
exposed to soft errors. Clearly, No DFR/BER does not have a mechanism to protect a system from
soft errors, causing very high failure rate as shown in Figure 10(a). Note that Figure 10(b) shows
higher video quality of No DFR/BER than others. This is because we measured the video quality
in PSNR when simulations are Successes where No DFR/BER does not skip any frame. Random
DFR/BER provides the good video quality with inexpensive costs of power and performance. For
SA-DFR/BER, the results have been profiled with the knob S, the portion of ACET, from 0% to
100% in 10% increments, and SA-DFR/BER with S = 60% is compared in Figure 10 since it is the
least value of the knob to recover the video quality better than that of BASE according to profiled
results. However, it is an expensive approach since it incurs high overheads in terms of power
and performance while it presents a better video quality than that of Naive DFR. For FA-DFR/BER
scheme, our preliminary experiments show that the difference in PSNR between consecutive frames
make the 2nd , 3rd , and 4th frame in the descending order of the importance on average. Thus, FADFR/BER with 2nd frame is studied to improve the video quality most and indicates that we select
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Figure 10: Intelligent selective schemes maintain the video quality and reliability with minimal
overheads of power and performance
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BER rather than DFR whenever a soft error occurs in encoding the 2nd frame. In these particular
experiments, FA-DFR/BER scheme is more effective than SA-DFR/BER scheme since it has lower
costs with better QoS (failure rates are close). For QA-DFR/BER, 31.79 dB is considered as the
QoS threshold value since it is the average video quality in case of BASE. QA-DFR/BER provides
lower video quality while incurring less costs than FA-DFR/BER scheme. Thus, each selective
scheme has pros and cons in terms of performance, power, reliability, and QoS.
In summary, selective DFR/BER mechanisms allow a system to maintain the video quality and
reliability with minimal costs of power and performance.

7 Discussion
One of main contributions in this paper is to exploit existing error control schemes such as a DFR
and PBPAIR. By cooperating them with an inexpensive error detection technique, e.g., EDC, mobile devices obtain high reliability, high performance, and high energy saving at the slight cost of
QoS degradation. This extension by existing techniques introduces new opportunities that system
designers can consider for resource-constrained mobile devices. For example, instead of implementing an ECC scheme to protect data caches from soft errors, monitoring errors with an EDC scheme
and triggering available schemes can be very effective for battery-operated mobile video encoding
systems as we demonstrated. Also, by trading off costs of power and performance for QoS, selective DFR/BER schemes can be used adaptively to balance these multiple constraints. Furthermore,
combined approaches with several selective DFR/BER schemes can expand the interesting tradeoff
spaces for system designers.
In order to explore interesting design spaces, we ran intensive simulations of combined selective mechanisms with SA-DFR/BER, FA-DFR/BER, and QA-DFR/BER for 4 frames of a video
sequence. A slack knob (S) for SA-DFR/BER ranges 0%, 20%, 60%, and 100% since 20% and
60% for a knob profiled interesting results. Each frame such as 2nd , 3rd , and 4th out of 4 frames
is considered as a threshold frame for FA-DFR/BER, and the 1st frame is excluded since 1st frame
loss degrades the QoS significantly. The quality threshold values include 31, 32, and 33 dB for
QA-DFR/BER. Thus, 36 combinations (= 4 × 3 × 3) were explored by our cross-layer methods,
which have never been explored with compositions without considering error-awareness across layers. The interesting observation we make from these simulations is that we can effectively explore
the tradeoff spaces according to the purpose of designs. In fact, combined approaches with this
small set of threshold values expand the design space to improve the performance by up to 29%
further at the cost of less than 2 dB QoS degradation.
Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) present these 36 combinations in video quality vs. memory subsystem access time and in video quality vs. energy consumption of memory subsystem, respectively.
The graphs show similar trends since high memory access time incurs high energy consumption of
memory subsystem. Each dot indicates video quality in PSNR with access time (or energy consumption) for a combined selective scheme. For example, a dot with highest performance overhead
and highest quality (right-top circle) in Figure 11(a) presents a combined scheme such that BER
is selected if a soft error occurs within 100% portion of ACET at 2nd frame for 33 dB quality
requirement, i.e., 100% slack knob for SA-DFR/BER, 2nd frame for FA-DFR/BER, and 33 dB for
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Figure 11: Design Space Exploration
QA-DFR/BER. This combination induces the highest probability to select a BER rather than a DFR,
and generates the best video quality while it incurs the highest overheads in terms of performance
and energy consumption. On the other hand, the combinations with a slack knob = 0% shows worse
video quality and better performance (or energy consumption) since SA-DFR/BER with 0% knob of
slack drives a mechanism to select a BER once a soft error occurs. Thus, the interesting observation
we can make from these graphs is that we can explore interesting tradeoff spaces by choosing one
policy from BER and DFR with selective schemes according to the purpose of designs. 9 triangle
(△) dots in Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) indicate slack 0% combinations with 3 different frames
and 3 different quality thresholds, and they are all of lower quality and improved performance (or
reduced energy consumption). In this study, FA-DFR/BER affects the design space most effectively
such that it trades off the performance and energy consumption for the video quality. Figure 11(a)
and Figure 11(b) clearly show that combinations with 2nd frame for FA-DFR/BER generates higher
overheads in terms of power and performance with better quality as represented by circles (◦) in
these graphs. In contrast, the other combinations (⋄ dots) with 3rd and 4th frame present lower quality but better performance (or energy reduction) than those with 2nd frame as shown in Figure 11.
Also, we studied Pareto-optimal cases. Out of 36 combinations, 11 are Pareto-optimal, which
are interesting design points for system designers. A combination is Pareto-optimal if it is no worse
than any other combinations in all dimensions, e.g., performance, energy consumption, and video
quality. This Pareto-optimal observation enables system designers to select cross-layer methods
combined with selective DFR/BER mechanisms for their purposes.
In summary, our cross-layer methods aware of error control schemes and errors can guide system
designers to explore the interesting tradeoff spaces in terms of power, performance, reliability, and
QoS for resource-constrained mobile devices, which were not discovered by previous approaches.

Conclusion Remarks
Reliability is a paramount concern in mobile embedded systems where the resources such as
power and performance are limited. In order to resolve the complexity of trade-offs among multidimensional properties, a cross-layer approach from the hardware layer to the application layer
should be taken into account since traditional techniques are unable to address the impacts of an
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approach on other properties at other layers, and are unable to drive the whole system’s reliability
in a power and performance efficient way.
We present a cross-layer, error-aware method exploiting existing error control schemes to mitigate the effects of soft errors in mobile video encoding system: (i) an occurrence of a soft error
at data caches triggers a DFR mechanism for reliability, and (ii) SER is translated to exploit the
error-resilience of PBPAIR for QoS improvement. We demonstrate that our approach with selective
schemes between DFR and BER is very effective to achieve low-cost reliability while maintaining
the QoS for mobile video applications. Thus, our cross-layer, error-aware methods not only extend
the applicability of existing error control schemes but also open opportunities that system designers
can expand their design spaces for multiple system constraints such as performance, power, reliability, and QoS. Note that our cross-layer, error-aware methods can be easily applied for any hardware
components, e.g., logic circuits, incorporated with inexpensive error detection schemes rather than
error correction schemes.
Our future work includes the extended cross-layer approach considering end-to-end devices in
distributed real-time systems, and considering various error control schemes with different error
models across system abstraction layers. Also, intelligent design space algorithms will be investigated to efficiently guide system designers for exploiting our cross-layer schemes.
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